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1 Real Estate Principles of Georgia
2 Appraisal Basics Appraisal Basics 

Appraisal: Estimate of a property’s value by professional appraiser and set forth 
in written appraisal report.

Opinion, not a scientific conclusion.

3 Appraisal BasicsAppraisal Basics
Purpose vs. functionPurpose vs. function

Purpose of appraisal: to estimate value (usually property’s Purpose of appraisal: to estimate value (usually property’s market valuemarket value).).
Function of appraisal: reason appraisal is being done, or how apFunction of appraisal: reason appraisal is being done, or how appraisal will be praisal will be 

used.used.
Most common: To help lender determine whether property offers adMost common: To help lender determine whether property offers adequate security for a equate security for a 
loan.loan.

4 Appraisal BasicsAppraisal Basics
Functions of appraisalsFunctions of appraisals

Other functions of real estate appraisals:Other functions of real estate appraisals:

land development (highest and best use)land development (highest and best use)
property tax assessmentsproperty tax assessments
establishing rental ratesestablishing rental rates
property exchangesproperty exchanges

5 Appraisal BasicsAppraisal Basics
Functions of appraisalsFunctions of appraisals

determining needed insurance coveragedetermining needed insurance coverage
estimating remodeling costs/contribution to valueestimating remodeling costs/contribution to value
condemnation proceedingscondemnation proceedings
probate of estatesprobate of estates
corporate mergers, acquisitions, and bankruptciescorporate mergers, acquisitions, and bankruptcies

6 Appraisal BasicsAppraisal Basics
Appraiser/client relationshipAppraiser/client relationship

Many appraisers employed by:Many appraisers employed by:
banks or savings and loansbanks or savings and loans
mortgage companiesmortgage companies
private corporations involved in real estateprivate corporations involved in real estate
government agencies such as FHA, VAgovernment agencies such as FHA, VA
Fee appraiser: SelfFee appraiser: Self--employed appraiser, hired by client to appraise specific employed appraiser, hired by client to appraise specific 

property for a fee.property for a fee.
7 Appraisal BasicsAppraisal Basics

Appraiser/client relationshipAppraiser/client relationship
Appraiser must disclose any financial interest in property beingAppraiser must disclose any financial interest in property being appraised.appraised.
Fee must be tied to difficulty of appraisal and how long it willFee must be tied to difficulty of appraisal and how long it will take.take.
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Can’t be percentage of property’s value.Can’t be percentage of property’s value.

8 Appraisal BasicsAppraisal Basics
Licensing and certificationLicensing and certification

Appraisers are licensed and certified under state law.

Appraisals used for federally related loans must be prepared by state-licensed 
or state-certified appraisers.

Exemption: loans of $250,000 or less
9 Appraisal BasicsAppraisal Basics

Licensing and certificationLicensing and certification
Appraisals used in federallyAppraisals used in federally--related loan transactions also must conform to related loan transactions also must conform to 

Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal PracticeUniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP).(USPAP).
Failure to abide by USPAP in order to defraud federally insured Failure to abide by USPAP in order to defraud federally insured lender is felony.lender is felony.

10 The Concept of Value The Concept of Value 
Value: The present worth of the future benefits of property owneValue: The present worth of the future benefits of property ownership.rship.
Almost always measured in terms of money.Almost always measured in terms of money.

11 The Concept of ValueThe Concept of Value
Elements of valueElements of value

Elements of value:Elements of value:
DDemandemand
UUtilitytility
SScarcitycarcity
TTransferabilityransferability

12 Types of ValueTypes of Value
Market valueMarket value

Market value: How much property is worth to average person who mMarket value: How much property is worth to average person who might buy it.ight buy it.
Also called Also called objective value objective value –– appraiser is objective not subjective.appraiser is objective not subjective.

13 Market ValueMarket Value
DefinitionDefinition

USPAP definition of market value:USPAP definition of market value:
“The most probable price which a property should bring in a comp“The most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and open market etitive and open market 

under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and selunder all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller each acting prudently and ler each acting prudently and 
knowledgeably, and assuming the price is not affected by undue sknowledgeably, and assuming the price is not affected by undue stimulus.timulus.””

14 Market ValueMarket Value
Market price vs. market valueMarket price vs. market value

Market price: Price someone paid Market price: Price someone paid 
for property in actual transaction (sales price).for property in actual transaction (sales price).

Market value: Price someone should pay for property under ideal Market value: Price someone should pay for property under ideal conditions.conditions.
“Most “Most probableprobable price property price property shouldshould bring”bring”
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Market value Market value ≠≠ Market priceMarket price

15 Market ValueMarket Value
Arm’s length transactionArm’s length transaction

Arm’s length transaction: Sale of property made under ideal condArm’s length transaction: Sale of property made under ideal conditions.itions.
Competitive and open market.Competitive and open market.
Prudent and informed parties.Prudent and informed parties.
No undue stimulus (no unusual pressure to sell or buy immediatelNo undue stimulus (no unusual pressure to sell or buy immediately).y).

16 SummarySummary
Appraisal BasicsAppraisal Basics

AppraisalAppraisal
State certificationState certification
ValueValue
Market valueMarket value
Market priceMarket price
Value in useValue in use
Investment valueInvestment value

17 Principles of ValuePrinciples of Value
Value is created and changed by:
social ideals and standards
economic trends
government regulations
physical and environmental factors

18 Forces that Affect ValueForces that Affect Value
SocialSocial

Social ideals and standards:Social ideals and standards:
demographics (population size, growth, density)demographics (population size, growth, density)
family size and living arrangementsfamily size and living arrangements
attitudes about educationattitudes about education

19 Forces that Affect ValueForces that Affect Value
EconomicEconomic

Economic trends:Economic trends:
local economic conditionslocal economic conditions
national economic trendsnational economic trends
employment trends and wage levelsemployment trends and wage levels
cost and availability of financing cost and availability of financing 

20 Forces that Affect ValueForces that Affect Value
GovernmentalGovernmental

Government regulations:Government regulations:
zoning ordinanceszoning ordinances
building codesbuilding codes
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environmental regulationsenvironmental regulations
fire regulationsfire regulations
taxation policies taxation policies 

21 Forces that Affect ValueForces that Affect Value
PhysicalPhysical

Physical and environmental factors:Physical and environmental factors:
climateclimate
topographytopography
soil characteristicssoil characteristics
flood controlflood control

22 Principles of Value Principles of Value 
•• Highest and best useHighest and best use • Change• Change
•• AnticipationAnticipation • Supply and demand• Supply and demand
•• SubstitutionSubstitution • Conformity• Conformity
•• CompetitionCompetition • Increasing/Decreasing• Increasing/Decreasing
•• Contribution                          Returns Contribution                          Returns 

23 Principles of ValuePrinciples of Value
Principle of highest and best usePrinciple of highest and best use

Highest and best use: Property use that would bring owner the grHighest and best use: Property use that would bring owner the greatest net eatest net 
return.return.

Important in appraisal of incomeImportant in appraisal of income--
producing property.producing property.

24 Principles of ValuePrinciples of Value
Principle of changePrinciple of change

Principle of change: Property’s value will increase or decrease Principle of change: Property’s value will increase or decrease over time.over time.
Changes in value occur:Changes in value occur:

in response to external forces, andin response to external forces, and
as the property improves or deteriorates.as the property improves or deteriorates.

25 Principles of ValuePrinciples of Value
Principle of changePrinciple of change

Property’s fourProperty’s four--phase life cycle:phase life cycle:
Development / integrationDevelopment / integration
Equilibrium / stabilityEquilibrium / stability
disintegrationdisintegration
rejuvenationrejuvenation

Property’s value depends on where it is Property’s value depends on where it is 
in its life cycle. in its life cycle. 

26 Principles of ValuePrinciples of Value
Principle of changePrinciple of change

Property has:Property has:
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physical life cycle, andphysical life cycle, and
economic life cycle.economic life cycle.
Economic life usually ends before physical life.Economic life usually ends before physical life.
Improvements become obsolete before they actually fall apart.   Improvements become obsolete before they actually fall apart.   

27 Principles of ValuePrinciples of Value
Principle of anticipation Principle of anticipation 

Principle of anticipation: Anticipated future benefits of owningPrinciple of anticipation: Anticipated future benefits of owning property add to its property add to its 
value.value.

If property’s value is expected to increase in future, that antiIf property’s value is expected to increase in future, that anticipation increases its current cipation increases its current 
value.value.
If property’s value is expected to decrease in future, that antiIf property’s value is expected to decrease in future, that anticipation decreases its current cipation decreases its current 
value.value.

28 Principles of ValuePrinciples of Value
Principle of supply and demandPrinciple of supply and demand

Principle of supply and demand:Principle of supply and demand:
If demand for product exceeds available supply, its value will iIf demand for product exceeds available supply, its value will increase.  ncrease.  

If supply of product exceeds demand, its value will decrease.If supply of product exceeds demand, its value will decrease.
29 Principles of ValuePrinciples of Value

Principle of substitution Principle of substitution 
Principle of substitution: Value of product is limited by cost oPrinciple of substitution: Value of product is limited by cost of obtaining equally desirable f obtaining equally desirable 

substitute, if substitute can be obtained without undue delay. substitute, if substitute can be obtained without undue delay. 

30 Principles of ValuePrinciples of Value
Principle of substitution Principle of substitution 

If two equally desirable properties are available, the one that If two equally desirable properties are available, the one that costs less will be costs less will be 
purchased first.purchased first.

Principle of substitution is the theoretical basis for all threePrinciple of substitution is the theoretical basis for all three methods of appraisal.methods of appraisal.

31 Principles of ValuePrinciples of Value
Principle of conformityPrinciple of conformity

Principle of conformity: In residential neighborhood, some confoPrinciple of conformity: In residential neighborhood, some conformity among rmity among 
properties has a positive effect on values.properties has a positive effect on values.

Great disparity within neighborhood (in terms of quality and conGreat disparity within neighborhood (in terms of quality and condition of homes) may dition of homes) may 
decrease values. decrease values. 

32 Principles of ValuePrinciples of Value
Progression/regressionProgression/regression

Property value is affected by value of surrounding properties.Property value is affected by value of surrounding properties.
Principle of progression: Inexpensive home is more valuable whenPrinciple of progression: Inexpensive home is more valuable when surrounded by surrounded by 

expensive homes.expensive homes.
Principle of regression: Expensive home is less valuable when suPrinciple of regression: Expensive home is less valuable when surrounded by smaller or rrounded by smaller or 

rundown homes.rundown homes.
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33 Principles of ValuePrinciples of Value
Principle of competitionPrinciple of competition

Principle of competition: Value of property, especially incomePrinciple of competition: Value of property, especially income--producing property, is producing property, is 
affected by competing properties.affected by competing properties.

Example: Income from and value of gas station is reduced if secoExample: Income from and value of gas station is reduced if second gas station is built nd gas station is built 
across the street.across the street.

34 Principles of ValuePrinciples of Value
Principle of contribution Principle of contribution 

Principle of contribution: An improvement may contribute more orPrinciple of contribution: An improvement may contribute more or less to less to 
property’s value than improvement cost to make.property’s value than improvement cost to make.

35 SummarySummary
Principles of ValuePrinciples of Value

Highest and best useHighest and best use
ChangeChange
AnticipationAnticipation
Supply and demandSupply and demand
SubstitutionSubstitution
ConformityConformity
ContributionContribution
CompetitionCompetition

36 The Appraisal Process The Appraisal Process 
7 Steps7 Steps

1.1. Define problem.Define problem.
2.2. Determine data needed and where to find it.Determine data needed and where to find it.
3.3. Gather and verify general data.Gather and verify general data.
4.4. Gather and verify specific data.Gather and verify specific data.
5.5. Select and apply appraisal methods.Select and apply appraisal methods.
6.6. Reconcile value indicators for final value estimate.Reconcile value indicators for final value estimate.
7.7. Issue appraisal report. Issue appraisal report. 

37 The Appraisal ProcessThe Appraisal Process
Step 1: Define the problemStep 1: Define the problem

To define the problem, appraiser must:To define the problem, appraiser must:
identify subject propertyidentify subject property
determine function of appraisaldetermine function of appraisal

38 The Appraisal ProcessThe Appraisal Process
Step 2: Determine data neededStep 2: Determine data needed

General dataGeneral data: Information pertinent to subject property’s value that does no: Information pertinent to subject property’s value that does not t 
concern property itself.concern property itself.
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Specific dataSpecific data: Data concerning subject property itself.: Data concerning subject property itself.
39 The Appraisal ProcessThe Appraisal Process

Step 3: Gather and verify general dataStep 3: Gather and verify general data
Includes information about:Includes information about:
economic situation in communityeconomic situation in community
condition of neighborhoodcondition of neighborhood

40 The Appraisal ProcessThe Appraisal Process
Step 4: Gather and verify specific dataStep 4: Gather and verify specific data

To collect specific data, appraiser performs:To collect specific data, appraiser performs:
building analysisbuilding analysis

41 The Appraisal ProcessThe Appraisal Process
Step 5: Apply appraisal methodsStep 5: Apply appraisal methods

Appraiser must choose appropriate appraisal method(s), given typAppraiser must choose appropriate appraisal method(s), given type of property e of property 
being appraised.being appraised.

May choose only one method, use two methods, or use all three. May choose only one method, use two methods, or use all three. 

42 The Appraisal ProcessThe Appraisal Process
Step 6: ReconciliationStep 6: Reconciliation

After appraiser applies appraisal method, resulting estimate of After appraiser applies appraisal method, resulting estimate of what property is what property is 
worth is called a worth is called a value indicatorvalue indicator..

Each method applied results in different value indicator.Each method applied results in different value indicator.
Value indicators must be Value indicators must be reconciledreconciled to arrive at final value estimate. to arrive at final value estimate. 

43 The Appraisal ProcessThe Appraisal Process
Step 7: Issue appraisal reportStep 7: Issue appraisal report

Final step in process is to prepare appraisal report and presentFinal step in process is to prepare appraisal report and present it to client. it to client. 
44 Gathering General DataGathering General Data

Economic conditionsEconomic conditions
Economic forces include:Economic forces include:
Population growth shiftsPopulation growth shifts
Employment and wage levelsEmployment and wage levels

Basic Employment & Service EmploymentBasic Employment & Service Employment

Price levelsPrice levels
Building cyclesBuilding cycles
Personal tax and property tax ratesPersonal tax and property tax rates
Building costsBuilding costs
Interest ratesInterest rates

45 Gathering General DataGathering General Data
Neighborhood analysisNeighborhood analysis
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Indicators of stable property values:Indicators of stable property values:
high percentages of home ownershiphigh percentages of home ownership
high occupancy rateshigh occupancy rates
many families with childrenmany families with children
presence of public servicespresence of public services
mass transitmass transit
restrictive zoning and private restrictionsrestrictive zoning and private restrictions

46 Gathering Specific DataGathering Specific Data
Site analysisSite analysis

Objective of site analysis: to determine property’s highest and Objective of site analysis: to determine property’s highest and best use.best use.

Appraiser examines site’s physical characteristics:Appraiser examines site’s physical characteristics:
lot sizelot size
lot shapelot shape
topographytopography

47 Site AnalysisSite Analysis
FrontageFrontage

Frontage: Length of lot boundary abutting a street, a body of waFrontage: Length of lot boundary abutting a street, a body of water, or ter, or 
some other amenity.some other amenity.

48 Site AnalysisSite Analysis

Assemblage: Process of combining smaller lots into a single largAssemblage: Process of combining smaller lots into a single larger lot.er lot.
Plottage: Increase in value that occurs when two properties are Plottage: Increase in value that occurs when two properties are combined into combined into 
one.one.

49 SummarySummary
The The Appraisal ProcessAppraisal Process

Steps in appraisal Steps in appraisal 
processprocess
General dataGeneral data
Specific dataSpecific data
Value indicatorsValue indicators

50 Methods of Appraisal Methods of Appraisal 
Three methods of appraisal:Three methods of appraisal:
sales comparison approachsales comparison approach
cost approachcost approach
income approachincome approach

For some types of property, only one or two methods are appropriFor some types of property, only one or two methods are appropriate.ate.
If multiple methods used, more weight given to most relevant metIf multiple methods used, more weight given to most relevant method in hod in 
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reconciliation.reconciliation.

51 Sales Comparison Approach Sales Comparison Approach 
Sales comparison approach: Uses recent transactions in local marSales comparison approach: Uses recent transactions in local market as basis ket as basis 

for estimating subject property’s value (also called market datafor estimating subject property’s value (also called market data approach).approach).
Best method for appraising:Best method for appraising:

singlesingle--family homesfamily homes
vacant landvacant land

52 Sales Comparison ApproachSales Comparison Approach
Comparable salesComparable sales

Requires locating at least 3 comparable properties.Requires locating at least 3 comparable properties.
Comparable propertyComparable property: A property similar to subject property that has recently : A property similar to subject property that has recently 

sold.sold.
Also called a “comp.”Also called a “comp.”
Sales price of each comp adjusted to reflect differences betweenSales price of each comp adjusted to reflect differences between it and subject. it and subject. 

53 Choosing ComparablesChoosing Comparables
Primary elements of comparisonPrimary elements of comparison

Primary elements of comparison:Primary elements of comparison:
date of saledate of sale
locationlocation
physical characteristicsphysical characteristics
terms of saleterms of sale
whether sale was arm’s length transactionwhether sale was arm’s length transaction

54 Sales Comparison ApproachSales Comparison Approach
Making adjustmentsMaking adjustments

Always adjust Always adjust comparable’scomparable’s price, not the subject’s.price, not the subject’s.

If subject property has feature that comparable lacks, If subject property has feature that comparable lacks, addadd value value 
of feature to comparable’s sales price.of feature to comparable’s sales price.

If subject property lacks feature that comparable has, If subject property lacks feature that comparable has, subtractsubtract value of feature value of feature 
from comparable’s sales price. from comparable’s sales price. 

55 Sales Comparison ApproachSales Comparison Approach
Estimating subject property’s valueEstimating subject property’s value

Appraiser estimates subject property’s value based on adjusted pAppraiser estimates subject property’s value based on adjusted prices of at rices of at 
least three comparables.least three comparables.

Appraiser never simply averages adjusted prices.Appraiser never simply averages adjusted prices.
More weight given to comparables to which fewer adjustments wereMore weight given to comparables to which fewer adjustments were made. made. 

56 SummarySummary
Sales Comparison ApproachSales Comparison Approach

Sales comparison approachSales comparison approach
ComparableComparable
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Arm’s length transactionArm’s length transaction
AdjustmentsAdjustments

57 Cost Approach to ValueCost Approach to Value
Cost approach: Bases estimate of subject property’s value on howCost approach: Bases estimate of subject property’s value on how much it much it 

would cost to build a replacement of improvements.would cost to build a replacement of improvements.

58 Cost Approach to ValueCost Approach to Value
3 Steps3 Steps

Steps in cost approach:Steps in cost approach:
1.1. Estimate cost of replacing improvements.Estimate cost of replacing improvements.
2.2. Subtract any depreciation.Subtract any depreciation.
3.3. Add value of lot. Add value of lot. 

59 Cost Approach to ValueCost Approach to Value
Step 1: Estimating replacement costStep 1: Estimating replacement cost

Replacement cost:Replacement cost: Cost to build improvements with same utility, using modern mateCost to build improvements with same utility, using modern materials rials 
and construction methods.and construction methods.

Reproduction cost:Reproduction cost: Cost to build exact replica of improvements, using identical maCost to build exact replica of improvements, using identical materials terials 
and methods.and methods.

Replacement cost is a much better indicator of property’s marketReplacement cost is a much better indicator of property’s market value.value.

60 Estimating Replacement CostEstimating Replacement Cost
3 Methods3 Methods

1.1. Square-foot method
Easiest and most widely used.
Square footage × construction cost per sq. foot.

2. Unit-in-place method
Estimate cost of replacing building components (roof, floors, plumbing, etc.).

3. Quantity survey method
Detailed, time-consuming estimate of materials and labor.

61 Cost Approach to ValueCost Approach to Value
Step 2: Subtract depreciationStep 2: Subtract depreciation

Depreciation: Loss in value due to any cause.Depreciation: Loss in value due to any cause.

Three categories:Three categories:
physical deteriorationphysical deterioration
functional obsolescencefunctional obsolescence
external obsolescenceexternal obsolescence

62 Categories of DepreciationCategories of Depreciation
Deferred maintenanceDeferred maintenance
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Physical Deterioration: Loss in value resulting from need for rePhysical Deterioration: Loss in value resulting from need for repairs (also called pairs (also called 
deferred maintenance).deferred maintenance).

May be caused by:May be caused by:
damagedamage
construction defectsconstruction defects
wear and tearwear and tear

Easiest kind of depreciation to identify Easiest kind of depreciation to identify 
and measure. and measure. 

63 Categories of DepreciationCategories of Depreciation
Functional obsolescenceFunctional obsolescence

Functional obsolescence: Loss in value because of poor design orFunctional obsolescence: Loss in value because of poor design or lack of utility.lack of utility.
May be caused by:May be caused by:

design defectsdesign defects
outdated fixturesoutdated fixtures
an inadequate floor planan inadequate floor plan

64 Categories of DepreciationCategories of Depreciation
External obsolescenceExternal obsolescence

External obsolescence: Loss in value caused by factors outside oExternal obsolescence: Loss in value caused by factors outside of property lines, f property lines, 
(also called economic obsolescence).(also called economic obsolescence).

Examples:Examples:
adverse zoning changesadverse zoning changes
undesirable neighborhoodundesirable neighborhood
traffic congestiontraffic congestion
proximity to a nuisanceproximity to a nuisance

65 DepreciationDepreciation
Curable or incurableCurable or incurable

Depreciation is Depreciation is curablecurable if cost of correcting item can be recovered in sales if cost of correcting item can be recovered in sales 
price.price.

Depreciation is Depreciation is incurableincurable if: if: 
problem can’t be corrected, orproblem can’t be corrected, or
cost of correcting it would be too high.cost of correcting it would be too high.

66 DepreciationDepreciation
Curable or incurableCurable or incurable

Deferred maintenance:Deferred maintenance: Usually curable, unless particularly severe.Usually curable, unless particularly severe.
Functional obsolescence:Functional obsolescence: May be curable, depending on cost of modifications.May be curable, depending on cost of modifications.
External obsolescence:External obsolescence: Never curable, because it’s out of property owner’s Never curable, because it’s out of property owner’s 

control. control. 
67 Estimating DepreciationEstimating Depreciation

Direct methodsDirect methods
Straight-line method is concerned with property’s effective age (not actual 

chronological age).
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Effective age: Reflects how much longer structure is likely to remain effective in
its current use.its current use.

68 Cost Approach to ValueCost Approach to Value
Adding land valueAdding land value

Last step is to add value of land to depreciated value of improvLast step is to add value of land to depreciated value of improvements.ements.
Land value is usually estimated using sales comparison approach.Land value is usually estimated using sales comparison approach.

69 SummarySummary
Cost ApproachCost Approach

Cost approachCost approach
Replacement costReplacement cost
Reproduction costReproduction cost
DepreciationDepreciation
Physical DeteriorationPhysical Deterioration
Functional obsolescenceFunctional obsolescence
External obsolescenceExternal obsolescence
Estimating depreciationEstimating depreciation

70 Income Approach to ValueIncome Approach to Value
Income approach:Income approach: Uses income generated by property to estimate its value to Uses income generated by property to estimate its value to 

investor.investor.
Used for incomeUsed for income--producing property such as office building or apartment buildingproducing property such as office building or apartment building..
Also called the capitalization method.Also called the capitalization method.

71 Income Approach to ValueIncome Approach to Value
5 Steps5 Steps

1.1. Calculate property’s potential gross income.Calculate property’s potential gross income.
2.2. Deduct bad debt and vacancy factor to estimate effective grossDeduct bad debt and vacancy factor to estimate effective gross income.income.
3.3. Subtract operating expenses to determine net income.Subtract operating expenses to determine net income.
4.4. Select appropriate capitalization rate.Select appropriate capitalization rate.
5.5. Capitalize property’s net income to estimate its value. Capitalize property’s net income to estimate its value. 

72 Income Approach to ValueIncome Approach to Value
1. Calculating potential gross income1. Calculating potential gross income

Potential gross income: How much property would rent for in currPotential gross income: How much property would rent for in current rental ent rental 
market.market.

Also called Also called economic renteconomic rent, in contrast to , in contrast to contract rentcontract rent..
Contract rentContract rent: How much property currently rents for under existing lease.: How much property currently rents for under existing lease.

73 Income Approach to ValueIncome Approach to Value
2. Calculating effective 2. Calculating effective grossgross incomeincome

Effective gross income:Effective gross income: Potential gross income (economic rent) minus bad debt Potential gross income (economic rent) minus bad debt 
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and vacancy factor.and vacancy factor.
Bad debt and vacancy factor:Bad debt and vacancy factor: Percentage of potential gross income deducted to allow for Percentage of potential gross income deducted to allow for 
unpaid rents and vacancies.unpaid rents and vacancies.

74 Income Approach to ValueIncome Approach to Value
3. Calculating net income3. Calculating net income

Net income: Effective gross income minus operating expenses. Net income: Effective gross income minus operating expenses. 
75 Calculating Net IncomeCalculating Net Income

Operating expensesOperating expenses
Three types of operating expenses:Three types of operating expenses:

fixed expensesfixed expenses
maintenance expensesmaintenance expenses
reserves for replacementreserves for replacement

NOT considered operating expenses:NOT considered operating expenses:
mortgage payments (debt service)mortgage payments (debt service)
income tax paid on property’s earningsincome tax paid on property’s earnings

76 Income Approach to ValueIncome Approach to Value
4. Selecting capitalization rate4. Selecting capitalization rate

Capitalization: Process of converting future net income into estCapitalization: Process of converting future net income into estimate of imate of 
property’s present value.property’s present value.

77 Selecting the Capitalization RateSelecting the Capitalization Rate
Rate reflects investor’s riskRate reflects investor’s risk

If property is risky investment, the investor:If property is risky investment, the investor:
requires greater return on investmentrequires greater return on investment
chooses higher capitalization ratechooses higher capitalization rate

78 Income Approach to ValueIncome Approach to Value
5. Capitalizing net income5. Capitalizing net income

Final step is to capitalize property’s annual net income to arriFinal step is to capitalize property’s annual net income to arrive at estimate of ve at estimate of 
value.value.

79 Income Approach to ValueIncome Approach to Value
Gross multiplier methodGross multiplier method

Gross multiplier method: Simplified version of income approach uGross multiplier method: Simplified version of income approach used to sed to 
appraise singleappraise single--family home used as incomefamily home used as income--producing rental. producing rental. 
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Appraiser locates comps and calculates a Appraiser locates comps and calculates a gross multipliergross multiplier for each.for each.
80 Gross Multiplier MethodGross Multiplier Method

Gross rent vs. gross incomeGross rent vs. gross income
To calculate gross multiplier, appraiser divides comparable’s saTo calculate gross multiplier, appraiser divides comparable’s sales price by its les price by its 

rent.rent.
Appraiser may calculate:Appraiser may calculate:
gross rent gross rent 
(uses monthly rental income), or(uses monthly rental income), or
gross income gross income 
(uses annual rental income)(uses annual rental income)

81 Gross Multiplier MethodGross Multiplier Method
Rough estimate of valueRough estimate of value

Gross multiplier method provides only a rough estimate of value.Gross multiplier method provides only a rough estimate of value.
Based on gross income.Based on gross income.
Doesn’t account for operating expenses or vacancies.Doesn’t account for operating expenses or vacancies.
Commonly used by investors not appraisers for rough estimate of Commonly used by investors not appraisers for rough estimate of value.value.

82 Reconciliation and Reconciliation and 
Final Estimate of ValueFinal Estimate of Value

Final step of appraisal process is reconciliation, aka correlatiFinal step of appraisal process is reconciliation, aka correlation.on.

Appraiser does not simply average value indicatorsAppraiser does not simply average value indicators——instead, she gives more weight to most relevant instead, she gives more weight to most relevant 
method.method.

83 Appraisal Report Appraisal Report 
Appraiser presents conclusions to client in appraisal report.Appraiser presents conclusions to client in appraisal report.

Three formats for written appraisal reports:Three formats for written appraisal reports:
Narrative reportsNarrative reports
Form reportsForm reports
Letter reportsLetter reports

84 SummarySummary
Income Approach and ReconciliationIncome Approach and Reconciliation

Income approachIncome approach
Potential gross Potential gross 
incomeincome
Effective gross Effective gross 
incomeincome
Net incomeNet income
CapitalizationCapitalization

85 Competitive Market Analysis Competitive Market Analysis 
Competitive market analysis (CMA): Estimate of value prepared byCompetitive market analysis (CMA): Estimate of value prepared by agent to help agent to help 

seller set a listing price.seller set a listing price.
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Involves modified form of sales comparison appraisal method.Involves modified form of sales comparison appraisal method.

86 Competitive Market Analysis Competitive Market Analysis 
Preparing a CMAPreparing a CMA

Steps in preparing CMA:Steps in preparing CMA:
1.1. Collect and analyze information about seller’s property.Collect and analyze information about seller’s property.
2.2. Choose comparables.Choose comparables.
3.3. Compare seller’s property to comps and adjust comps’ values.Compare seller’s property to comps and adjust comps’ values.
4.4. Estimate realistic listing price for seller’s property.Estimate realistic listing price for seller’s property.

87 Preparing a CMA Preparing a CMA 
Collecting and analyzing informationCollecting and analyzing information

Agent gathers information about seller’s property: neighborhood, site, and 
improvements.

88 Preparing a CMA Preparing a CMA 
Choosing comparablesChoosing comparables

Unlike formal appraisal, CMA may include current and expired lisUnlike formal appraisal, CMA may include current and expired listings as tings as 
comps.comps.

89 Preparing a CMA Preparing a CMA 
Making adjustmentsMaking adjustments

Adjustments to comps’ prices are made based on differences in loAdjustments to comps’ prices are made based on differences in location, cation, 
physical characteristics, date of sale, and terms of sale.physical characteristics, date of sale, and terms of sale.

90 Preparing a CMA Preparing a CMA 
Estimating market valueEstimating market value

Agent evaluates reliability of each adjusted comparable valueAgent evaluates reliability of each adjusted comparable value——those those 
comparables most like subject property are most reliable.comparables most like subject property are most reliable.

91 Preparing a CMA Preparing a CMA 
Completing CMACompleting CMA

When presenting CMA results to seller, agent should use standardWhen presenting CMA results to seller, agent should use standardized form that ized form that 
lists information in logical sequence.lists information in logical sequence.

92 SummarySummary
Competitive Market AnalysisCompetitive Market Analysis

CMA vs. formal appraisalCMA vs. formal appraisal
Steps in preparing CMASteps in preparing CMA
CMA formCMA form


